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i took a few minutes browsing around the app and
immediately found everything i needed. and while
i was doing so, i happened to see a feature that i
hadn’t known about. it was called the “activity
tab”. after a few clicks, i found that i had the

ability to see the location that the latest video was
being downloaded from. i then looked at the

“settings” tab and found that i could choose what
languages i wanted the software to download in.
that was a nice feature to have. i could have just

downloaded the application and then watched any
video i wanted in any language without having to
worry about people hacking the video. one cool

thing with itunes is that you can see if the
show/movie is actually 1080p, just open the file in

itunes and go to the get info. if the image
resolution is listed as 1080p you will know that the
show/movie you bought was actually upgraded to
1080p. having 1080p sets can be quite fun on a
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high end tv. of course if you find that the video
can't be shown in full hd, it's just good practise to
upgrade to hd to make sure the video you watch
will look as good as it should. you can download
trailers for a movie if you do not want to watch

the full movie, or if you do not have enough free
space to download the movie. if you like this site

and you feel strongly that we have a strong
enough team and strong enough product to help
others i would appreciate if you would donate a

very small amount to us so that we can keep this
site running for a long time. select your amount

and click on the button to donate. one of the
things that annoyed me was the requirement to
create a new credit card account every time i

wanted to donate. it could be faster and simpler.
you have to wait until you get the new screen

which indicates that your transaction is
successful, then you can continue with the

donation.
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